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The chamber size tlndshape were determined by three factors: the (, -in. magnet gap, the 19 .. in. diamete r althe hole in the top pole, and the strength of the glass used for the top and bottom of the chamber (Fig. 1) .
We did not wish to assemble the chamber in the magnet, ~h,e.Jie.fQre aluni t was aesigned that eould be preassembled. The chamber and heat shield are assembled and lowered into the gap through the top pole.
The thickest available HereuUte for windows was 1. The chamber was originally deaigned with four free pi.tona in on.e aide wall for the expansion mechanism. These were similar in design to the piston used by J. Steinberger,3 but they were magn.eeium rather than. micarta. The piatona were actuated by n.itrogen pressure controlled by a commerical three -way 7 pilot-operated 0.75-in. solenoid valve.
Both "0" rings and "quad" ringe were tried on the pistons, but their lifetimes were only on the order of a few hundred cyclea. The system was then changed to one using a single 1/8-in. riHV~a'r;,-;! diaphragm. The diaphragm is supported in the expanded position by a plate in which are drilled 250 1/16 -in. hole. for the pa •• age of the n.itrogen.
So that there will be n.o clamping load on. the windows, they are assembled in their frames in l!Iuch a way that when they are bolted to the chamber there ia a minimum of one mil of clearan.ce between. them and the chamber body. Lead and varioua eutectic alloya were tried unsucceasfully in an effort to find a suitable material for cilatributing the load from the glas8 to the f~ame. The material finally uaed was epoxy reain No. 828 8 with Curing Agent ~;J.':).:;. Thi8 mixture cures at 6SoC. The a.aembly technique was as followl!I. The window was placed in the clamping frame and string packing in.erted between the window and the frame at the beginnin.g of the 4S o bevel. The a.sembly was then bolted to the chamber with several I-mil lhima between. the body and the gla... (The ItO" ring was not in place). The window wa. weighted down. so that the ehims were an.ug, and the gap between the window and frame was filled with the resin, which wa. then cured.
The window-clamping rin.g wa. machin.ed from Hastelloy type B stainles •
• teel, since thil material has a coefficient of thermal expansion as close to that of the ila8s a. it ill po •• ible to bbtain for a material not affected by a pulsed magnetic: 'field. Too great an expanaion difference would either overload the gla •• or allow it to move too far avay from the 0 ring seal.
'.
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The Secondary Pressure Vessel
For safety reasons it was decided to place the chamber in a secondary pressure vessel that was provided with a vent to the outside of the building. Since the lower half of this vessel also acts as a heat exchanger, the vent is covered with a Z .. mil disk of aluminum that would rupture on a slight increase in pressure.
The upper portion of the pressure tank is the upper pole piece, which is bolted to the upper yoke of the magnet, and the two sections are sealed with an O-ring gasket. By using the magnet as part of the pressure vessel we were able to placed on top of the secondary pressure vessel. The camera is provided with a third lens that recorda on the same film the picture number. the run data, aad the field current. 4
Operation
The chamber has been run with a vapor pressure as low as 295 p8i and as high as 3.0 psi with tracks of good quality throughout. The lower pressures seem to give slightly better results in track quality, eince the bubbles do not grow 80 rapidly as they do at higher temperatures.
We have operated the chamber for several days at the Bevatron in the 6.2-Bev neutron beam. ' The expansion valve is given the signal to open at time ze ro and closed 7 to 11 millieeconda later. The pressure signal from the traneducer is displayed on an oscilloscope (Fig. 4) , and the beam injected into the chamber at the point of minimum pressure. The lights are fla.hed about Z maec after the last of the beam has arrived. Pictures taken with this light delay show differences in ionization of the variou8 particles very well (Fig. 5) . Light delays on the order of 0.5 msec are u.ed for bubble -counting technique •.
It was found n.eces8ary to U8e 300 volta on the expaneion valve, rather than its rated maximum of 1S0 volt., in order to get reliable operation at the rapid recompression times required for the present cycle rate of 10 per minute. 
